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ABSTRACT 
Let C be a loeafiy finite graph with ~mded vertex degrees, its adjacency matrix 
~- , , , , r ,u  Let E(k) be the A gives rise to a ]~yanded self-adjoint operator on  ~ ,~.  
resolution of the identity for A. and e o the vector in l~(V(C)) having the t~eoo~inate 
I and all other coordinates O.The function ~,~(k) =(E(k)e,,%) iscalled the speet~ 
measure of C corresponding to vertices u, .~ of G. It is related to the geuerating 
hnction W.o(Z) for the number of walks of given length between u and ~. The 
s~.  ~easures are used to show the following. The lmiring theorem dmraeterizing 
finite bigmrtite graphs in terms of their spectrmu i~ gen~ from finite to ~.qnite 
graphs. The average c]osed-wa~ generating lunch=on can be defined in some eases, 
generalizing the Phncherd me.,a~are to not n ~ y  vertex-transitive graphs. Some 
theorems about he convergence ofgnq~ measures are given, wi~ applications tothe 
~.~-~a..b.-~on of the expected elge~val~e dLstribution ofa hrge finite random regu~ or 
bipar~e sen~reguhr graph, and the calculation of spectral m ~  of seve~ 
enmples. 
O. INTRODUCTION 
The spectrum of ~te  graphs ~ ' .  proved to be a~ h~portant ~av~t  
and has been much stuche~ ~,  8]. Howe~c~, it h o~y ~e~x.~y t~t  ~e 
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spectrum of infinite graphs has received any atten~on.. M_~y mmlts on the 
theory of nonnegative matrices, h~_~o~ic ~ ~  vf discrete groups, analytic 
pmbabfliW theory, Markov chains, etc. can be viewed as results about 
spectral properties of infinite graphs. There are also several applications of 
the spectra of inf~ite graphs in ph~c~ and chemistry. The reader is referred 
to ~e fo r thcoming  survey [17] for mo~ details. 
In the present paper we deve|op the basic tools mad show how the walk 
gene~h~g fimctiom of infinite graphs can be used to exhibit spectral 
properties of graphs. The use of walk generating functiom proves to be a 
convenient method in considering the following q~aestions: ge~,emlization f 
the ipairing theorem to infimte graphs, distribution of the spectrum of an 
h~i te  graph, approximating the ~tf~ctnnn of an infinite graph by finite 
(sub)graphs, the approximation f the eigenvalue distribution of a large finite 
~raph by the spectrum of an infinite graph, spectnnn of large finite random 
graphs, and calculation o~ ~e dens~tF d the spectrum (Plancherei m~e)  
for several families of infinite graphs. 
1. SPECT]~.L MF.=skSUBES 
Let G --(V, E) be an ~ ' te ,  locally finite graph. The matrb~ A ffi A(G) 
-(auv)u.vGv, with aeo ~ to the number of edges between vertices u 
and v, is ¢~]ed the adjacency matrix of G. Let I2(V) denote the ][-~bert 
R'# • space eomis~g of all complvx-v~ned vectors x = ~:~.  v ~ V) such that 
(  1.1) 
and with inner product 
vGV 
Then A acts on ls(,V) as a matrix, i.e., the coordinates of g = Ax are 
vo-- E (1.3) 
u~V 
We ~ha~ ssu~e throu~out this paper that C h.~ bounded ~g~,  i.e., for 
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some comtant M ~ co, 
deg(t~) g M '¢v ~ V. (1.4) 
This implies that y = Ax ~ Ig(V) whenever x ¢ IS(V) and that A may be 
identified with the self-ad|oint extemion defined everywhere on l ~ (which 
will be denoted by the same symbol A as ~e _~ iacency ma~)o 
For v ~ V let eo be the malt vector in lg(V) with the oth coo,-~]inate 
equal to 1 (and all other zero). The following property of the adjacency 
matrix is well known: 
I~oposmos  1.1. T/-~ u ~  of A", a<,"~ ) ---- (A")~o 
e~t~al to the number of ,m~ of length n ~ u and v. 
By Proposition 1.! 
w.o(~ ) - E ,,~.?~" (Ls) 
n- 'O  
is the wa/k ~ ' ing  funct/on for the number of walks between u and v. 
Therefore, the corresponding matrix 
eo 
W(z)= E A"z"=( I -  zA) - l  (1.6) 
is called the wa/k genemt/ng mab~ of the graph G. It is seen from (1.6) that 
W( z ) can be e~ressed by the ~solvent R( z ) ffi ( z - A) - t  as 
1 
w(z)  = -nO/z )  0.7) 
7. 
Of course, W(z) is well dd~aed, for every z, as a matrix whose entries are 
formal power series. But if z - l~  spec(A) (and z ~ 0), then the resolv~t 
R(z-1) ~ a b~anded operator and by (1.7) ~o  W(z) has a m~ning as an 
operator on I~(V). 
Let E(~,) be. the v~olution of identity for the operator A. Then, if 
f ~ ~(s~ A)) (a b,nc~on whA~n is ~t.inuous on ~e spectrum of A), ~-e 
have 
(t.8) 
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,~ u,~ ~.~e of operati~m~l ca~cdus " -- " . . . . . . . .  ~,see, e.g., [7]). ~o, ff z ~ 0 and z-~'~ 
spee(A), then by (i.6) 
f~  de(X) ~(z)ffi A):-zx (x.9) 
and 
fs~( 1 d lt , ,, ( k ) , Wuv(Z)-~" A): -" 0.1o) 
where ~t.~(~k) "ffi (E(k)e, ,  e~). The function -. ~ x" ~ves rise to a 
m.~ defined on the Bore] sets of ~ [or of spec(A)], which is determined by 
=,,((~, a]) .= ~,o(~) - ~,o(~). (:.n) 
i~nis measure will be referred to as the spectral measure of the graph G 
between vertices u and v. It follows from (1.8), on taking f to be constant, 
tb~t he total mass of m.v is ! if u ffi v m~d O othet~ise. We shall occasionally 
abuse notation by ~ng ~t.~(k) or dl%o(k) the spectral me~-~u-c, too. Note 
that p.o(~) is a dv~-.~ f-~etion. It determine~ m.o by m.~(A) ffi ,fAd9,,~(k), 
The resolution of the identity E(k) for A can be detem~ed by the 
$~l~jea ~n~e~n formula (see [7, Th~rem X.6.1]): 
e(~) = 
(in the strong operator topology). This |onnu~ ~ be simplified if ~ is a 
~mt where E(k) is continuous: 
= - - ~ :~R(~÷ ~,)a,~. (:.:3) 
co ~" ¢~0+ -co  
The formulas (1.12), (1.13), and (1.7) show how w~.~. L ~°~H.~ fi~cfions 
can be used to detern~e the slmch~l mearams of a graph. 
~f G is a fimte graph on n ve~ces~ then the s~~d]  measures c~ be 
determined as follows. If ~l, ~s,.. . ,  ~.~ are the eigenvNues of A(G) (counted 
~th  me]Up, cRies) mid x (0 (g-- 1,..., n) are the correspou~g orthonorma] 
eigenvectors, ~en 
A = XAX T 
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where A--- diag(,~) and the ith column of X is x"",. Then nt'~''zj = 
X(z  - A ) -~X T, and R ~ = r -  ~j~d). vu ~,  ~.  i(z - ~i)-  Consequently, the 
spectral measures of a finite graph G have lumps at the eigenvalues ~ of G. 
The jumps are easily detemfined from the eigenvectors xo). 
2. BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
In this short section we shall state a generaliT~tion of the well-known 
Pairing Theorem which chm-acterizes finite bipartite graphs as those which 
have the spectnnn symmetric with respect o zero (see, e.g. [6]). 
TnF~om~. 2.1. Let G be a connected (infinite) graph, and let u, v ~ V. 
The 8raph G is bipan~w if and onlu if the ~ra i  nmm~re m.~(~) is 
symmetric or antis~met¢~ (depending on the pafi~ of the distance 
u and o). 
P~oof. G is bipartite if and only if th~ l~ngth d every walk from u to v 
has the same parity as ~he ~nce  from u to v. Since 
(A").offi fX"a .o(.X) (9.1) 
is the number of walks of length n, the parity condition on d/~,~(k) clearly 
implies bipartiteness of G. 
Conversely, if G is bipartite, then ~ odd [or even, depending on the 
partity of dist(u, o)] moments of #t,o(~) vanish by (2.1). This imp~ that 
dp,o(X) is_ an even [odd] distribution function. [] 
A special e.a~ d Theorem 2.1 can be found in [15]. It is show~ there that 
the speetnnn of a bipartite graph is sy~tr i c  with respect to zero. 
3. CLOSED WALKS 
If G is a finite graph on n ver~ces, then 
1 
,=  - (3 .1 )  
n 
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is ea~ed the cl~ed..wa~ generating fu ,~m of G. It is lmow~ that 
~(G \ o, z) ~ ~'((;, z) 
= r_., = - .  , 
z-~ =] ,,~v ,~,(c .z)  .-. ~(c ,z )  
(3.9.) 
whe~' ~ ~ ~e ~eharacteris~c polynorn/al. But this implies 
1 (1)  1 .  ~-=,rnult(2k):x I =~, 1 
-C  • -  ~ z -X ,  z n ~s_~, . ,  z - - . .  n 
(3.3) 
From (3.3) it follows that the average spectral rneas~ 
I 
v~V 
ha~ a point mass rnult(h)/n at each e~genvaiue h ol G [rnult(2k) is the 
rntdt~plicRy o| 2k]. Equivalently, 
1 
- E ~oo(~) (3.5) 
~(z)  --- n ,,~v 
has a jtL~p mult(2k)/n at eigenva]ues k of G. 
The definition (3.]I) does not make sense for infinite graphs, at least not in 
general. If, for example, the graph G is vertex-transitive, then W~(z) is 
indepen&nt of v E V, and we may df~ae C(z) = Ww(z) for any v ~ V. In 
flit same way the corresponcUng average spectral rnemure can be defined. 
We remark that f l~ is an important device, caUed the Plancherel measure, ff
rcst~cted to Csy|ey graphs of gro~i~. Its importance is in representation 
theory and harmon/c a~ys~ of (discrete) groups; see [10]. 
The same approae'h as in vertex-tractive case c~ be. ~mdertaken ff G is 
wa~.¢egulgr [i.¢., Wo~(z ) is independent of o E V] or f l r  ~ Aut(G) has 
only ~it¢]y man7 orbits [actiag on V(G)]. In t i~ latter case |et V I, V~,..., ~ 
be the orbits. Then W~,o(z ) ffi Wuu(z ) whe~ever v, u lie in the same orbit. 
Fick v~ ~ ~, and ~t  
k 
c(~)-- Z ~,Wo, ,(~), (3.~) 
• ff~e~ Lhe weigb_h~ c~ m~ be_. chose__n i  a certain way. A natura] condition is 
n 
i - I  
and c~ >~ 0 for s -- 1,..., k. But we seek more: the measure p(z) eonmpond- 
ing to C(z) should, as in the ~_nite case, ~I~,~ent the distribution of the 
sp~tv~m of A(G). 
The orbits V v V~,..., V~ c i 1" form a so-called equ~tab/e pa~P.on of 
V(G). This means ~. t  e~,ery o~ V~ has ~0 neighbors in V 
(i, j~ {1,2,..., k}). ]~" there ex~'t nmnbers n~ (*: = 1,..., k) such that for eae~ 
iand 
n~ = nf# (3.8) 
with some n~ .~ 0, then we set 
n~ (3.9) 
For a connected graph G one of the |ollowing b.vo cases m,,~ arise: 
(1) the set of solutiom (nt,...,n~) of (3.8) is l-dimensional and the 
coefficients c~ are uniquely ¢leterm~ed by (3.93, or 
(2) (3.8) has no nontrivial solution. 
~v,.. t~. vcr~ication of the above claim as a~ easy exercise. 
Paoposmo~ 3.1. Let H ~ a ~n~ graph a.~ p: G-> i~ ~ cove~ng 
p~o]~ ~uch that the~becs ~-~) ,  v ~ V(~), ~ne the o~ of ~, ~.~., 
~-~(~) ~ V~ for ~ne ~ - i,'~,.o., ~. ~ (3.8) ~ ~ .~~~ so~u~.  
A~ ~nportant fan'~y of graphs G together ~th  a partition V~,°oo~ V k into 
orbit~ ~ ~c  F ~ Aat~G) is obtained as foDows. Let ~ '  be a °~J"~cn~ona] 
ceV complex and ~ "-j~O) its 1-skdeton. ~en the an ive~ co~er of 
~ l-ske|eton G v~ch is a ~ covering of H, and { p -~ ~), ~ ~ V(H)} 
are ~e o~it~ of tb6 group F of an cover~ t ra~ora~t io~ o~ G. It 
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Another important example where (3.8) has nontrivial solutions is in L,_ UI |~ 
Ease whe~ F ffi Z n is acting faithflflly on V(G) (and has finitely many orbits). 
4. LIM_IT THEOREMS 
A sequen~ A:, A~,... of ~dnear operato~ on l~(V) weakly converges to 
an operator A, A. ~ A, if for every x ~ ls(V), A.x ~ Az. The foli_e~_ng is
weU know  (see, e.g., [7]): 
Le~ 4.1. Let A, (n >I 1) be a scot,race of self-adjoint linear opt. 
a~ars weakly converging to A. Let E(")(k) and E(k) be &e wsolution of 
/denat~ for A,  (n >t 1) and A, respectively. Then E(")(k) converge weak!9 to 
E(X ) for every h where E(k ) is continuous. 
Weak convergence of adjacency operators of graphs G. (n >11) to the 
adjacency operator of a graph G can be expressed in terms of graphs as 
follows. 
Let G~, Go,... be a sequence of eountably ~ ' te  locally finite grapks 
with bounded egrees. Without loss of generality we may asm.~..e ~hat all 
these grapks ha~-e the same vertex set. If G is a graph on the ~a, me vertea ~et 
V = V(G) - V(G,), then G~, G~,... converge to G, in symbols G, ~ G (as_ 
n ~ oo), ff for each ~ (v, u) of vertices of C there is a cons .rant n~. and for 
n >t %,,, vu ~ E(G.) ~ vu ~ E(G). (A slightly iess general definition of 
converge~ee, r stricted to subgraphs of G, is given in [15].) It is easy to see 
that G. ~ G ~ A(G.) ~ A(G). Together with Lemma 4.1, this implies: 
T~monF~ 4.2. I f  G. -~ G, then for every u, ~ ~ V, the spectral ~res  
The most effective applica~n of Theorem 4.2 is when the g~9hs G. are 
es~en~y finRe, i.e., G. consists of a finite component F. contah~g 
vc ces u and v and the "rest,'' which is   portant because 
del~n~ only on the coml~nent of G n containing u and ~. In t]~As ~nse we 
shall "identify" G n wi~ the finite graph F n. In the case of Cayley graphs (or 
_more gener~y, waIk-regu~ graphs) ~(~)  is detern~aed bythe distribution 
of the eigenvalues of G.. The lhmling c~tribution will correspond to the 
distribution of the spvctrum of G. This mggests using the close-walk 
Let G ~& G~,G~,.o. be graphs on the same vertex set V= 
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- -  ~L ~ e~ £ ,~, , , . . .a . "  
k 
E 
i - - I  
determines the density of the distribution of the spectrum of G. If G, 
converge to G, one may use Theorem 4.2 to determine/%,~,(2~) and finally 
calculate p(2k). 
On me other hand, it might happen, and this is the most important 
application, that the graphs G, are chosen in such a way that the sum 
k 
i - I  
of the measures in G. can easilybe ca~mhted. In such a case ~¢"~(~) --~ ~(~,) 
for every h where ~t(h) is continuous. Important examples are dese~ 8t 
• e end of Sec~_'on 3 and in Section 5. In most of these examples, the 
d~stiagui~ed v©~tiees vt,..., v~ belong to a finite component G~ of G,, and 
there /t(n)(2k) is equal to the average of /~"2(2~), ~ ~ V(G{~). Thin it is 
determined by the distribution of the eigenvalues of G,' and hen~ ~(~) is 
the "limiting dis; trib~.~or~." This ~-e~alt can be applied in two ways: 
(1) to ob~¢~ the distribution of the _~Teetnnn of the infinite graph G (see 
Seetiou 5), or 
(2) to gel information about he distributio~ o~ ~e eigenvalues of m~-  
ciently large graphs G,' if/t(2~) is known (see below). 
Similar to ~e method explained above ~ the application of the following 
result: 
T r~_R~ 4.3. Let C x, G2,... be, a sequer~.~, of .~n~te ~e'p~,~s ,  
uniformly bcmnded evee, s of t~e ,  es, and let C( G.; r, z) be the, a~n'age in 
G. of  the gen,~at~ng.fuP.,etfims for clued ~ of length a~ ~ r which are 
based at "~es  ef ~.. I f  G ~ a ~ph s~ch ~t  for e, ach r 
then ,~ ~,c~m of C ~ a good a~~ma~ to t~ ~ec~m of {7,,, for n 
~rge. 
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Proof, The condition in the th~rem hnpl~es cvwcergence of Lhe rth 
moments (for e~ r) of ~e d~str~bu~on of ~e eigenval~ of G n to the 
moments of the d~s~bution of G. Consequently, by [8, Section 8.1(d)] the 
~L~ibu~on in G is the limiting dist~bui~on of those in G.. [] 
An example how Theorem 4.3 can be used is a result of McKay [14]: 
CoBota~Y 4.4. The ex'aected distribution of the eigmvalues of a large 
~andom k-regular grap~ is 
Ixl ~ 9¢t':- 1, (4.1) 
otherwi..';e. 
Proo): A large random k-regular graph has with very high probability 
few short cycles (see [2, Section H.4] for details), and so Theorem 4.3 .can be 
applied with G equal to the k - re~-  tree Ta, for which the distribution is the 
~arne as in (4.1). (See Section 5.) 
The following result, with a similar proof to Corolkay 4.4, seems not to 
have been observed be[ore. 
CoBo~Y 4.5. L~7/¢, l >I 2 he iv,,Legers and p -- ~/(/e- 1) (1 - 1). A 
~rge random (k,/)-sem~regu/ar b/pa~n,, graph has the ¢a~..ected igenvalue 
d~bu~m 
/ (x* - + + (p 1)*) + 
~,0 othenas~. 
(4a) 
~'~ ' ~nt  mass of ma~i~de ~ik- ll/(k + l) at the ~nt  
~--0. 
P~Ofo Let T~. z be the m~ive~ cover of Kk, l Es b i~te  (k, l)-se~r-~eg- 
~r  ~ph] .  Large random se~gehr  graphs have few short cyc!.es~ and th~ 
Theorem 4.3 caa ~ app~ ~ G = T~,~o Now (4~) follows by the ~ormul~ 
{8o73. m 
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"~ere are obvious gene~ons  of Coro~fies 4.4 and 4.5 to some other 
classes of graphs. In all cases the expected eigenva]ue "distribution of a 
random graph in that class is equal to the spec~ dis~bu~ion of the 
"corresponding'" infinite universal cover. 
5. EXAMPLES 
5.1. ~nce-Regu/ar  Graphs 
A graph G is d/stance~gula: ff for any natural numbers i, j, k and for 
any two vertices x, ~ ~ V(G) whieh are at distanee i, the mtmber of vetoes 
z ~ V(G) for which simultaneously dist(x~ z) = ~ and dist(z, ~) - k is inde- 
pendent of x ana ~. We denote this number by ~.  It is known (see [1]) that 
all parameters p~ are determined by the values Of 
i a~ "ffi pi,t, i >_. 1, 
i b~ "ffi p~+ ~,  i >I I, 
and 
It is ~lso known [1 i] that every infinite distance-regtflar graph has parameters 
.... ~ c~- ! ,  a~ s -L  b~-k-s ( i~1) ,  where k>~2, 1. .<s<k. and s 
divides k. For each such k and s there mists s tmique distanee-reguhr graph 
T(k, s) with the above parameters. It is obtsined ~rn  ~e semiregehr tree 
~_'th degrees  + 1 and k /s  in the two bipartite b|oe.k~, by L_~ vertices in 
the block with degrees k/s and joining two vertices of this b|cck if they lie at 
distance two in the tree. 
The spectral (Phnehere!) meam~ for 7'(k, s) was calculated by K~n and 
Som~ []3], by Faraut and ~.em~eHo [9], and by Cohen and TIeaholme 
[3, 4]. In "prineip]e the calet~tion -~ ean~ed out by Kadin and McGregor 
[12]. Some resdts on the speetnnn of "1" T(~, s) c~ ~ be found in [16]. For 
&~ ~e,d~l r  case s --- i, T(~, D is the ~-~ tree. Its spectral rn~ has 
been calcu~ted by many authors. 
_ t .~ .  • • 
Since our rcsui~ d~grce  m the norm~g ecmt~t from th~ in [30 4], 
we shf~ sketch our owa ca]~tion.  One can deter~e the w~k generating 
f~ne~on Woo ~ z) [whe~ o is my ~e~eg d T(~, s)] in the ~e w~y ~ it was 
done by ~~ z~d ,~e~r~cr [1~], ~g the ~ ~e~ted  r~mdorn v~ o 
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The result is 
1 
s~(z )  = - Woo(~ -~) 
w 
~(~-~) 
(k -  9.s)z + k (s -  1)÷ ~ z z -  2(s- 1)z + (s -  1) ~] -4 (k -  $)1/2" 
(5.1) 
It follows from (1.13) that the continuous part of the spectral measure d~t(x) 
is 
gzo(~) - 
(x ' /  d~, 
~s(x  - ~) + - 
$1 
Ix - s + 11 ~< 2~-  s ,  
o otherw~.  (5.~) 
Fm~ermore, if k < s(s + 1), then ~t(x) has an additional jump at x = - k /s  
of magnitude 1- k/s[ (s  + 1)]. 
t~ n l ~ • 0.2. (m, 7-~em:regmar T ee 
Let Tm,~ be the tree with degrees of vertices equal to m and n in the two 
b ip~te  blocks, r~peetively. Then the square of the adjacency matrix of 
T=,n can be written as 
A(T,,,.,,)~=[A(7'(k,s))+mI 0 ] (5.8) 
0 A(T(k ' , s ' ) )+n I  " 
where k = m(n - I), s = n -  I, k ' -  n(m - I), s '=  m - I. ff ~l(x) is the 
density related to T(k, s), and ~o{x) is related to T(k', s'), then the density. 
~(x) re, ted to A2(T,,,,,,) 
~(~) - ~(~ - ,~ ) + ~(~ - ~ ). (5.4) 
The ~n~l~ c I and c z ~ ~ determined as e~dned in Section 3: 
C l~ ~ C 2~ ~ WhO~ nl~----n2no 
n I + n~ n I + n~ 
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It follows that 
ft m 
~ = - - - _  ~ ,  = - - _ .  (s.~) 
~m÷n m÷n 
A straightforward calculation [using (5.2)] ~_n~y gives the continuous part of 
d~(x): 
d+o(~) = 
mn¢~ 
×,/- [,-,,,- +(,,- (s.6) 
where p=, / (~- I ) ( . - I )  and ~-m u~ b~~n - (p+1)"  and 
- (p - l )  2. T~r~ /s an ad&t/onal ~mp if men,  since k<s(s+l )  is 
eq,M,:~e.-& to m < n, and It' < s'(s'  + 1) is equivalent to n < m. In the case 
m < n, p l (x - -m)  has a jmnp at x - -  k /s  + m •0. Its magaitude is 
1 - k /s (s  -i- 1) ffi I - m/n.  S 'nni~y in ~e ease n < m. Com~uentJy, ~(x) 
has a jump located at x ffi 0 o| magnitude {m - n[/(m + ~). 
Finally, since Tin,. is bipartite, the density ~(x) of T.,.. can ]~ expressed 
by ~(x) as follows (compare Section 2): 
• { + {,~(..-), 
x~0,  
x>0,  
and so its continuous part is d~o(x)-{x{d~,c(x~): 
d~o(~)  -- 
f mnd.~ 
LO 
(5.7) 
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~o* J .  ~t e~t .~ ~ ~ ~ ~, j~. - - - - -~-~ - ~ , ,  
On the graph C~ = 7"(2,1) we shah demonstrate he ~tse of ~eomm 4.2. 
C|ear~, the finite cycles C,, n >I 3, converge to C®. Since each C, is 
vertex-symmetric, its memure has jump I /n  for each eigenvaiue of C,. The 
eigenv~ues of C~ are the numbers 2cos(2k~r/n), k--O, 1,..., n -  1. In the 
~.-nit n-~ ~,  the ~1~tnnn will be the numbers 2cos a, where ~ ~ [0,2~r). 
Since ~(x) is the proportion of the spectrum which ~ < x, 
1 1 x 
~(z)  - 2~r - |ength{t l~(t)  = 2cost  < x} ffi 1 - - arccos= ~, (5.8) 
where Ix[ ~< 2. For x > 2,/~(x) - 1, and for x < - 2, p(x) ffi O. 
5.4. Hexagonal Chain 
Let L ,  (n >i 3) be the graph co~g of n hexagons arranged in the 
cyclic sequence as shown on Figure 1. Let L= be the obvious tw0.way 
infirdte e~ev,~on of these graphs. 
We ~ use the same method as in Section 5.3 to obtain/t(x). 
The spectrum of L .  can be determined by taking eigenvectors X of the 
fnr,~ ~ ~h~o..~_ on Figure 1. Put the value x at an upper vertex of degree 3, 
and at its con.~vtive mates to the ~t  rut, ~spectively~ ~~ 
ax, a~,  a3x,..., a"-Ix, ~'here an= i. Use the same values at the vertices of 
degre~ 3 below, and s~mfi]ady for the vertices of degree 2, taking y ~stead of 
x. The ~acte~c e~ation A(L,)X ffi ~X reduces to two et~tions 
~,x = x + y + a -~y,  
Xyf f ix+az,  
from which we get solutions in the cases when ~ = ~1 ± ~+8cosa) ,  
a ~ 2,~k/n. Since L n is b i~te~ also their inverses - ~ are the eigenvedues 
asV y ay 
asy y ay 
e 
FxG. 1. L~. 
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of L.o In this way we get an 4n eigenvaiues of L.: 
x=+g+ cos----, 
ft 
k = 0,I,...,~ .... I. (5.9) 
In the limit n--~ oo, the proportion of the eigenvalues X t.~ = 
xs + ~/9+8cosa~ , ae  [0,2~), which are smaller than z can be determined 
as follows. First, ~ L. < x if and o___y if [(2z - 1)s _ 9]/8 > cos a, which gives 
their proportion: 
(~.~0) 
for those x where [[(2x - 1) s -  9]/8[ ~< i. "We get ~ expressiom for ~e  
other three famih'es of eigenvalues. 
Let the function ~(t) .he defined as 
I"1 (,,_9 I 
÷ ( ~ ) = I ~ - ~ ~o~ o° ~ " 
~0, 
> ¢17. 
t< l .  
(5.n) 
Then the cumula_tive di~bution function of L® is 
~(~) = ,~ [~(s~- ~)+ ~(~- s~)+ ~(s~ + ~)+ ~(- s~- ~)], (s.~s) 
5.5. Un i~a l  
We can me Theorem 4.~ and the method escribed after it in ~he same 
way as in Seetioa 5.3 end in Seetion 5.4 on a more gene~ e|a.~ of examples. 
Let ~ be a f~te  S-dimensional cell complex with the fun~cnta l  group 
~(J~'), and let ro = ~(~) :  r~, r~.,.., be a nest~ a~~in~ ~~e of 
mbg~um of ~(Jf'), all of ~te  ind~ ~ch that ,q~..o,~---0. E~h r~ 
detera~ a coveriug ~,~ of 3~'; |et G t (.~ >~ 0) be its l-skc|eton. ThQn ~ 
l-dm|eton G of the u~ve~'~ cover of ~ ~t~es  the p~pcrt~es stated ~ the 
~ c ~  ~er  Th~)~m 4.~, and hc~c~ "~ ~ctra~ ~ca~-~rc~ an b~ a~- 
pro~n~d by the ~t ra~ r n ~  of the finite graphs G~. 
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